Sunday Speaks Transcription Tape Recording Made
cd-1054 transcription speaks on intercultural harmony in a ... - cd-1054 transcription speaks on
intercultural harmony in a pluralistic society, 1 march 1992. m: ... people every sunday. from there, raced up
to cbs to tape a television discussion, and then almost missed my plane here by five minutes. [it’s funny?], i
missed lunch along the way. so ms-603: rabbi marc h. tanenbaum collection, 1945-1992 ... transcription of tape dear colleagues and friends of the rabbinical assembly, we welcome all of you here today.
... who speaks for mlddle amerlca and in many ways for all amerlcans who ... satellite show from jerusalem
that covered the nation on the final sunday night montrose area school district - e. sunday practices – mr.
sives iv. old business ... even if the person speaks loud enough to be heard by meeting attendees, they cannot
be heard on the tape transcription unless they speak directly into the microphone.) vii. clear session viii.
adjournment mfo/dlt . asian voices interview date: july 25, 1999 transcription ... - transcription date:
july 31-aug. 01,1999 interviewee: sawaran singh interviewer: andrew jilani language of interview: punjabi
(beginning of tape 13, side a) andrew jilani: today is sunday-, er... morning, around ten thirty-, and-, er.. it's the
twenty-fifth of july. i am sitting in the apartment of sawaran singh and we are italian immigrant interview
excerpts - hsp - transcription key ... deletion from transcript work underline indicates word emphasized by
speaker [son] brackets indicate word inserted by author ... the interview segments below are all taken from
tape 68 as listed above but do not run consecutively. tess, the consultant’s daughter, was ... and every sunday
we'd make homemade spaghettis ... stafford beach: in his own words - palm beach - lise steinhauer of
history speaks, who made corrections after listening to the orginal microcasette tape, the condition of which no
longer permits the rewinding and fast-forwarding required for transcription. additionally, side b of the tape is
blank and the handwriten narrative runs out. montrose area school district - e. sunday practices – mr. sives
... (visitors must speak directly into the public microphone for accurate transcription of minutes. even if the
person speaks loud enough to be heard by meeting attendees, they cannot be heard on the tape transcription
unless they speak directly into the microphone.) state library •f s uth australia j some iwille sral ... - it
conforms to the somerville collection's policies for transcription which are explained below. ... the interview
sessions resulted in three hours of tape recorded information. 's.a. speaks: an oral history of life in south
australia before 1930' was a ... he used to take as many as three services on a sunday. he would leave acts
10:1-48 - calvary chapel of grangeville - tape #7217 by chuck smith let’s turn now in our bibles to psalm
one hundred and forty-eight as we continue our journey through the bible. the psalms are devoted to a great
part to praising the lord. they are songs of praise. ... bible speaks of three heavens. there is that heaven, which
is the atmosphere around the earth. as god six habits of spiritually happy men habit #3: spiritually ... - i
need to let you guys know, for those of you watching live today here, sunday is what? mother's day, okay, just
in case you didn't know that. all right? those of you who need to know that, if you know what i mean, okay? if
you're watching on tape and you didn't know that mother's day was a couple weeks ago, sorry about that. let
me give you a ...
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